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Hypothetical proteins also known as orphan proteins can be found across all genomes of all taxa of life. Despite their 
considerable number in any given genome their functional presence and significance is rarely investigated due to their 

sequence and structural dissimilarity to well-characterized proteins. This further poses challenges on the right approach to be 
adopted and streamlined when studying these proteins. Using a combination of both genomics and bioinformatics approaches; 
we streamlined our efforts in mining for hypothetical proteins which are deemed functionally significant, specifically of 
medical relevance to be used as potential drug targets in the future. Using the locally isolated Bacillus lehensis G1 alkaliphile 
as a model, 1,202 hypothetical proteins encoded by its genome were thoroughly analyzed using several bioinformatics tools 
to determine their sequence identity the presence of functional domains, cellular localization and metal-binding properties 
among many others. A hypothetical proteins cluster was accordingly developed based on these data and several hypothetical 
proteins deemed to be involved in significant processes such as metal-trafficking and antibiotics-degradation/resistance were 
identified from the cluster. Prediction on their structures, functions and mechanisms were subsequently achieved via in silico 
protein modeling and docking approaches. Results obtained from this integrated study do reveal that the selected hypothetical 
proteins have high possibility in carrying our metal-to-protein trafficking and conferring antibiotics-resistance. Such case 
studies on these orphan proteins highlighted in this present work point to the interesting and very promising notion of using 
them as the next potential drug targets.
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